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Message from the Editor
Chi-Yin Chow
Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Email: chiychow@cityu.edu.hk

In the first section, we have a special issue of some topic of interest to the SIGSPATIAL community. The
topic of this issue is “Mobile Data Analytics” which is edited by our associate editor Dr. Chi-Yin Chow (Ted).
Dr. Chow is currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong
Kong.
The second section consists of four event reports from:
1. The 2nd ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Privacy in Geographic Information Collection
and Analysis (ACM SIGSPATIAL GeoPrivacy 2015)
2. The 1st ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on the Use of GIS in Emergency Management (ACM
SIGSPATIAL EM-GIS 2015)
3. The 5th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Mobile Entity Localization and Tracking in GPSless Environments (ACM SIGSPATIAL MELT 2015)
4. The 6th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on GeoStreaming (ACM SIGSPATIAL IWGS 2015)
I would like to sincerely thank all the newsletter authors, Dr. Chow, and event organizers for their generous
contributions of time and effort that made this issue possible. I hope that you will find the newsletters interesting
and informative and that you will enjoy this issue.
You can download all Special issues from:
http://www.sigspatial.org/sigspatial-special
.
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The SIGSPATIAL Special
Section 1: Mobile Data Analytics

ACM SIGSPATIAL
http://www.sigspatial.org

Introduction to this Special Issue: Mobile Data Analytics
Chi-Yin Chow
Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong

With the rapid advancement of mobile devices and location acquisition technologies, more and more largescale location-based data have been available for data analytics and realizing new location-aware services. Various large-scale location-based data including user-generated data in location-based social networks (LBSNs)
and GPS data reported from vehicles or sensors have led to research challenges and opportunists in locationbased services, intelligent transportation systems, geographic information systems, urban computing, and smart
cities. Different computer science techniques, e.g., data mining, machine learning, artificial intelligence, and
spatial and spatio-temporal databases, can be used or combined to address such challenges.
This special issue consists of four contributions that address different problems in the research area of mobile
analytics. The first contribution is about a dynamic ridesharing framework which allows real-time dynamic
matching of travel requests with available cards under certain constrains in large scale. The second contribution
introduces the recent advances in location-based user preferences modeling for location-based recommendations
and prediction through geo-tagged social media data analytics. Ting Hua et al. contribute the third article which
focuses on the allocation of social media analytics for spatio-temporal event mining. In the fourth contribution,
Jia-Dong Zhang and Chi-Yin Chow summarize their recent research project which fuses social, categorical,
geographical, sequential, and temporal influences for point-of-interest recommendations in LBSNs.
I hope the readers will enjoy reading this issue and find it useful in their research work.
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Dynamic Ridesharing
Bilong Shen1 , Yan Huang2 , Ying Zhao3
Computer Science, Tsinghua University, China
2
Computer Science and Engineering, University of North Texas, U.S.A
3
Computer Science, Tsinghua University, China
1

Abstract
Ridesharing, which offers empty seats in a car to other passengers, is an efficient way of transportation. In this way, the utilization of seats can be improved and the number of cars used can be reduced.
Ridesharing has the potential to solve the problems of congestion, pollution, high travel cost, and energy. The development of internet, smart phone, GPS allows dynamic matchings of travel requests with
available cars through real-time travel planning systems. However, matching requests and cars under
certain constrains in large scale remains challenging. In this paper, we formally address the problem
of dynamic ridesharing and introduce the solution framework of filter and refine, under which we summarize existing state-of-the-art works. Finally, we point out possible research directions and problems
needed to be solved.

1

Introduction

With the development of the urban and metropolitan, the number of private cars is growing tremendous. The private cars not only bring convenience, but also bring worsening traffic congestion, increasingly serious pollution,
and increasing energy consumption. On the one hand the number of vehicles is growing, but on the other hand
the rate of empty seats on the moving vehicles has not been improved. The average occupancy rate of the private
car in United States is only 1.6 persons per vehicle mile [10]. Ridesharing is a pattern of transportation in which
people with similar itineraries and time schedules utilize spare seats in the vehicle and share the travel cost [9].
Numerous studies show that ridesharing is a good solution with triple Win [4, 9]. First win is the participants(
e.g., reducing of the cost of the drivers and the riders by splitting the cost of gas, toll ,and parking fee, more
convenient for traveling). Second win is the environment(e.g., less emissions, less noise, less fuel consumption).
Third win is the social( e.g., alleviating traffic jams, integration of idle resources). As the so many benefits, more
and more people be attracted to the travel pattern of ridesharing.
Currently, many mobile phone applications are providing their ridesharing services, e.g. Avego, Mitfahrgelegenheit, Zimride, Carpooling, Blablacar, and Didi. Mobile transportation platforms such as Uber also provide
ridesharing travel options. Participants, society, and environment can get more and more benefit from ridesharing. Ridesharing can be either static or dynamic [9, 10]. Most ridesharing systems operating today belong to
static ridesharing, which arrange the driver and passengers before trips start and the matching can’t be made
after a trip starts. Dynamic ridesharing is a service which can match real-time trip requests with running vehicles, is more convenient, and provide more flexibility to the passengers and drivers. Because of the potential
advantage of real-time dynamic ridesharing, much research effort has be launched recently.
The real-time ridesharing at urban scale brings benefits and challenges at the same time. The core technical
challenge is the complexity of the matching process. The static ridesharing route planing algorithm is not
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suitable for real-time matching. The first challenge is that the vehicles are moving fast on the road network.
The second challenge is that the route planning must not only satisfy the constraints of the new request but also
the requests confirmed. Various research work has been done, e.g. minimizing the vehicle’s traveling distance
[2, 17, 8, 1, 15, 7, 3], maximizing the rate of the requests been matched [1, 15, 11, 3], and minimizing the system
response time [17, 15, 11, 20, 7, 3, 12, 16, 22, 2] . And many studies have been conducted based on real data
sets. In this paper we organize existing work of real-time ridesharing under a filter and refine framework.
We recognize that computation is one of the technical problems to be solved in order to enable wide adoption
of ridesharing. Other factors such inter-personal interaction, safety, social discomfort, and pricing are also
important. The reputation systems and the pricing mechanism for dynamic real-time ridesharing have been
studied studied by the researchers. Ridesharing is an social activity and trust is very important to enable such
an activity. The research in the trust area is still in its early stage. Researchers have tried to use call description
records to quantify the potential of ridesharing [5] and others investigated the reputation system in a ridesharing
system [21]. Different pricing mechanisms are also been studied with different goals including fairness, deficit
control, and promoting the rate of matching [14, 23] and privacy issues are also be considered[18].

2
2.1

Dynamic Ridesharing System
Overview

In a dynamic ridesharing service system, as shown in Figure 1, a set of vehicles running over a road network.
Real time requests, consisting of two points, an origin and a destination, are received in real-time. Each request
also specifies two constrains, a waiting time, defining the maximal time the rider can wait after making the
request, and a service constraint, defining the acceptable extra detour time from the shortest possible trip duration
for ridesharing. After the request is submitted to the service server, the server processes it immediately. The
server will match a request with an appropriate vehicle based on road network and travel constraints of the
request and plan an efficient scheduling. When matching and scheduling are made, the constraints of the new
request and the requests already assigned to the vehicle must be both satisfied.

Road
Network
Constrain
match

History
Data
Vehicle Filter

Traffic
Data
Route Plan

Passenger

Driver

Origin

Empty Seat
Match

Request
Destination

Current Route

Server
Service

Match

Current
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Figure 1: Dynamic ridesharing system framework
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2.2

Basic Definition

A road network G = ⟨V, E, W ⟩ consists of a vertex set V and an edge set E. V represents the intersection of
the road. Each edge (u, v) ∈ E(u, v ∈ V ) is associated with a weight W (u, v) which represents the cost form
u to v. The cost can be either time or distance which can be converted from one to the other. The minimal cost
from x to y (x, y ∈ V ) on the road network is denoted by dist(x, y).
Definition 1: Trip Request. Over a road network, a trip quest tr = ⟨o, d, pn , tow , tdw , ϵ⟩ is defined by an
origin o ∈ V , a destination d ∈ V , a number of passengers pn , a pick up time window tow = ⟨to.s , to.e ⟩ (to.s
and to.e represent the start and the end time when the passenger can be picked up) , a drop off time window
tdw = ⟨td.s , td.e ⟩ (td.s and td.e represent the start and the end time when the passenger can be dropped off at the
destination), a service constraint ϵ (the extra detour acceptable in a trip, bounding the overall time from o to d
by (1 + ϵ)dist(o, d)).
In a particular road network G, the total trip requests set of the current time is denoted by T R.
Definition 2: Car State. A cruising car is represented by car = ⟨id, t, loc, T Rrec , shchedule, ncap , nemp ⟩,
where id is a unique ID, t is a timestamp, loc is the current location of car, T Rrec is a set of accepted trips,
schedule is the route schedule of accepted trips, ncap is the total number of seats of the car, and nemp is the
available seats at current time . A schedule is represented by schedule = ⟨v0 , v1 , ..., vk ⟩, (vi ∈ V ,(vi , vi+1 ) ∈
E), where the cost of the schedule is Σk0 W (vi , vi+1 ), (vi ∈ V ).
In a particular road network, all the cars of the current time is represented by C = ⟨car⟩.
Definition 3: Dynamic Ridesharing. Given a set of cars C on the road network G at a particular time, the
real-time trip requests set T R, the goal is to match tr ∈ T R to car ∈ C in a particular optimization goal under
the dynamic ridesharing constraints.
In the subsection below, the optimization goal and the constraints will be discussed.

2.3

Constraints

Different ridesharing system has different constraints such as waiting time, detour as well as safety, pricing
concerns, and social comfort. In this paper we focus on the service constraints. The following are the major
constraints in dynamic ridesharing.
• Available Seats Constraint. The number of riders of a trip tri is not allowed to exceed the number of
available seats of the car:
tri .pn ≤ car.nemp .
(1)
• Time Constraint. As mentioned above, after a trip is assigned to a car, the time window of all the trip
tr, including the new trip received and the trips already assigned to the car, should be satisfied. Let tr.tvo
represent the time that the car can pick the rider at tr.o, and tr.tvd represent the time that the car can drop
off the rider at tr.d.
∀tri ∈ car.T Rrec , tri .to.s ≤ tri .trvp ≤ tri .to.e , tri .td.s ≤ tri .tvd ≤ tri .td.e

(2)

• Detour Constraint. Equally important is the detour constraint. A trip can be matched to a car, only if
the detour rate of all the trip tr including the new trip received and the trips already assigned to the car,
are satisfied. The cost of a trip tri from tri .o to tri .d without ridesharing is dist(tri .o, tri .d). During
ridesharing a route may include detour. Let distr (tri .o, tri .d) represent the total distance of the trip on
a possibly detoured ridesharing route between the origin tri .o at time tri .tvo and the destination tri .d at
time tr.tvd . Then δi = distr (tri .o, tri .d)/dist(tri .o, tri .d).
∀tri ∈ car.T Rrec , δi ≤ ϵ
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(3)

Table 1: Constraints and Optimization Goals

2.4

Research

Method

Author

SIGMOD13 [20]; VLDB14 [12]
EUR J OPER RES14 [16]
ICTAI14 [2]
ICDE12 [17]
ITSC12 [8]
TRANSPORT RES B-METH11 [1]
IJCAI11[15]
MATES09 [22]
EDBT08 [11]
EUR J OPER RES06 [7]
PARALLEL COMPUT04 [3]

Noah
People and parcels sharing taxis.
Minimising the Driving Distanc
T-Share
Distributed Taxi-Sharing System
A simulation study in metro Atlanta
Parallel Auctions
SMIZE
Highly scalable trip grouping
A two-phase insertion technique
Parallel Tabu search heuristics

Yan Huang et al.
Baoxiang Li et al.
Vincent Armant and
Shuo Ma et al.
Pedro M. dOrey et al.
Niels A.H. Agatz et al.
Alexander Kleiner et al.
Xin Xing et al.
GyozoGidofalvi et al.
Luca Coslovich et al.
Andrea Attanasio et al.

Driver Cost
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Matching Rate

√
√

√
√
√
√

Time window
√
√
√
√
√
√

Detour Cost
√
√

√
√
√

Optimization Goals

Different optimization methods have been studied in recent years. From the driver side, the optimization goal
may be minimizing the driving distance. For the riders, the goal could be maximizing the chance of finding a
vehicle with given service constraints. Table ?? summarizes studies with different constraints and optimization
goals.
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Optimization Method

The main challenge of dynamic ridesharing is to deal large number of trip requests and cars in real-time. The
most effective way to deal with this problem is to use the framework of Filter and Refine. In this section, we
introduce the Filter and Refine framework and discuss different studies under this framework.

3.1

The Challenges

In a dynamic ridesharing system, assigning a rider request to a car is not a simple pair matching problem. When
the ridesharing system gets a new request, the cars moving on the road network may already been assigned some
trips. To find the car to assign the tr to, we need to consider not only tr.o and tr.d, but also the trips already
in T Rrec . The combined route should be replanned on the road network to satisfy all the constraints of the
new trip and the trips in T Rrec . As can been seen in Figure 2, when a request is submitted to the ridesharing
system, a car is cruising to position P and T Rrec = ⟨tr1 , tr2 , tr3 ⟩. For tr2 the trip has finished. The rider of
tr1 is already in the car, but has not arrived tr1 .d, the rider of tr3 has not been picked up, and the schedule at
this time is schedule = ⟨tr1 .d, tr3 .o, tr3 .d⟩. To determine whether the constraints of tr4 can be satisfied by
the car, we need to add tr4 and reshuffle the new schedule = ⟨tr1 .d, tr3 .o, tr3 .d, tr4 .o, tr4 .d⟩ to find the valid
schedules that meet all the time window constraints and detour constraints of tr1 , tr3 , and tr4 . This problem
is a form of Traveling Salesman Problem and has been proved to be a NP-hard problem[19, 17, 12]. The large
!3 . #

S

!4 . #

!1 . "

!2 . "

!3 . "

Figure 2: Possible-schedules with a new request
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number of trip requests and the enormous number of running cars in mega cities challenges the scalability of
matching algorithms. For example, in Beijing, there are more than 5,591,000 vehicles finishing around 9,090,000
passenger trips per day in 2013. In addition, a request not matched to a car may be resubmitted one or more
times and generate more requests.
The route searching algorithm such as branch-and-bound [13] and integer programming [6] are designed
for offline computation. Their calculation time was measured in minutes or hours while the real-time dynamic
ridesharing requires millisecond response time.

3.2

The Filter and Refine Framework

Obviously, it is very expensive to go through all of the cars to match a trip request. The solution of the real-time
problem is the framework of Filter and Refine. The core idea of this framework is to filter and conquer: filter the
vehicles and trip requests and then conquer the problem in a small scale. Step 1 Filter: given G = ⟨V, E, W ⟩,
trip request set T R, and the cars on the road network set C, remove the elements from the set of C and the set of
T R which do not have matching possibility. An alternative is to cluster the requests into some groups and process
them as a batch. After the filtering, the Cf iltered , (|Cf iltered | ≤ |C|) and T Rf iltered , (|T Rf iltered | ≤ |T R|) are
prepared for the next step. Step 2 Refine: specific algorithms are applied to get the matching pairs under the
constraints such as time and detour.

3.3

The Filter Method

The target of filter step is to reduce the scale of the problem. When a request is received, the ridesharing system
matches the request with the cars cruising on the network. The challenge of this step is to filter the moving
objects on the road network using a quick and efficient mechanism. Though spatial index method as R − tree,
R∗ − T ree ,T P R − T ree is proposed, they are not designed for the ridesharing problem. So the direct usage
of these structures may bring lots of update cost on the nodes. Some research has been done to speed up the
filtering process. For example in [7], the system calculates the feasible neighbourhoods of the current route
between the stops so that when a new request comes, the candidate stops can be retrieved quickly from the stops
in the neighborhoods. Depending on method, for a route with n possible stops, the pre-calculation complexity
is O(n4 )orO(n3 ) and the complexity of the intersection shrinks to O(n). The limitation of this method is that
the pre-calculation is not suitable for large scale ridesharing problem in real-time.
A searching algorithm using a spatio-temporal index to quickly filter the candidate cars that may satisfy a
trip request is proposed. This method first partitions the road network using a gird, then uses the anchor nodes to
denote girds as shown in Figure 3(A). Each cell maintains a temporally-ordered grid cell list sorted in ascending
order of the grid’s travel time, a spatially-ordered grid cell list stored in travel distance, and a car list recording
the cars scheduled to enter the gird as shown in Figure 3(C). When a new request is submitted, the system uses
grids from near to far to filter the candidate cars as shown in Figure 3(D).
Combining similar trip requests to some clusters is also an efficient method to reduce the problem size. A
Data Stream Management System with different space-partitioning policies is used for trip grouping using a
parallel implementation [11, 3].

3.4

The Refine Method

The scale of solution space can be effectively reduced by the filter step. In the Refine step, a trip tr ∈ T Rf ilter
and a car ∈ Cf ilter will be matched. As be mentioned above, this step needs to reschedule the route to include
the trip in set of trips T Rr ec already accepted by the car, while satisfying all the constraints. This is a NPhard problem. As mentioned above, algorithms as branch-and-bound [13] and integer programming [6] are
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A)Grid-partitioned map

B)Grid distance matrix

C) Spatio-temporal index of taxis

D) Over view of the dual-side taxi searching algorithm

Figure 3: Spatio-temporal index [17]
not suitable for real-time dynamic ridesharing problem. So new methods need to be developed to solve the
ridesharing routing problem in this step.
Some simple methods are used to reduce the computational complexity of the system. For example, one can
convert the rescheduling problem to a insertion problem. For a trip with k different points, the complexity is
reduced from O(k!) to O(k 2 ). However, insertion method does not try to achieve optimality.
tr1

t
tr2

 p

p

p

p

tr2 . d
tr1 . d

A.Trip Request
p

s2



s2
tr2 . o

tr2 . o

tr1 . d



tr2 . o

B.Route need to reschedule

s2

tr1 . d





C. Insertion with Kinetic Tree

Figure 4: Kinetic Tree for Trip Schedules [12]
Traditional routing algorithms such as branch-and-bound reschedule unfinished origins and destinations
with the new request from scratch. Thus the computations of previous scheduling is not used. The repeated
computation make dramatically increase the rescheduling time. To solve this problem, a Kinetic Tree structure
that maintains the calculations performed so far and use them effectively for a new requests is proposed[12]. As
can be seen from Figure 4(C), the kinetic tree structure stores all the valid trip schedules as a tree. When the
car is running on the road network, the visited points and unvisited branches are dropped from the tree. The
root of the tree tracks the current location loc of the car. The rest of the tree represent all valid schedules in
a compact tree structure. When a new request comes in, the system does not need to do the reschedule from
scratch, instead it tries to insert the new trip into the Kinetic Tree structure. In order to do so, it extends all valid
and active schedules in the prefix tree into a new valid schedule to include tri . It deals with the origin point
tri .o first and then the destination tri .d. The prefix needs to be scanned to determine which edge can have tri .o
inserted while staying maintaining the service constraints, and then it tries to insert tri .d after the position of
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tri .o in a similar fashion.
As shown in Figure 4(A), the car accepts a request tr1 and picks up the rider at position tr1 .o. The new
request of tr2 is submitted to the ridesharing system, when the car is at position P . At this time the car should
reschedule ⟨tr1 .d, tr2 .o, tr2 .d⟩. If we use the branch-and-bound method, the graph needs to be searched to
reschedule the whole route, which can not utilize the computation performed before and the complexity of
reschedule is O(n!). In contrast, the Kinetic Tree could efficiently use the tree structures to store the computation
result. To justify the new trip tr2 , we first determine if an insertion is valid at position (1),(2) as shown in Figure
4(C) to satisfy the constraints of available seats, time window, and detour. And then tr2 .d is inserted at a position
after tr2 .o. After the insertion, the new route is shown as in Figure 4(C)-(3). The main problem with the basic
tree algorithm is the exponential explosion of the size of the tree when there are multiple clustered origin points
and destination points. For example, if 8 origin points occur in spatial-temporal proximity, any permutation of
pickups may result in a valid schedule, which yields 8! = 40, 320 possibilities. The hotspot clustering algorithm
proposed to deal with this problem. Once a point is combined with any hotspot, the insertion to the other edges
is stopped. The experiments on a large Shanghai taxi dataset has be performed, showing that the kinetic tree
algorithms outperform other algorithms significantly.

4

Conclusion and Future Directions

Dynamic ridesharing brings both opportunities and challenges. In this article, we summarize some real-time
ridesharing algorithms under the framework of Filter and Refine. And introduce the different methods could be
used in different step of the framework in dynamic ridesharing. We believe pervasiveness of location enabled
mobile devices will make large scale ridesharing a reality in the near future. However, there are many research
questions left. On the scheduling side, the impact of the traffic and the associated uncertainty problem has
not been studied well in dynamic ridesharing and is a challenge research problem. Another important research
question still in its early stage is trust and privacy. Tapping into social network analysis may help with these
problems. With the advent of driverless vehicles, ridesharing will involve more research issues such as pre-route
empty cars to maximize rideshare through learning from historical trips.
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Abstract
More and more geo-tagged social media data is generated, nowadays, from the geo-tagged tweets, geotagged photos to check-ins. Analyzing this flourish data enables the possibility for us to discover users
daily mobility patterns, profiles and preferences. As a result, based on the analyzed results, new types
of location-based services emerge. In this article, we first introduce the recent advances in locationbased user preferences modeling, which includes: 1) inferring users demographics, 2) identifying users
novelty-seeking characteristics and 3) discovering users shopping impulsiveness. After that, we present
a comprehensive summary on the state-of-arts of the location-based services, which take advantage of
the geo-social media, including: 1) location-based recommendations, 2) location-based predication.

1

Introduction

With the advances in GPS-embedded devices, like smart phones and tablets, and the popularity of online social
networking services, like Facebook, Flickers, and Foursquare, billions of geo-tagged social media data are
generated from geo-tagged tweets, photos and check-ins from location-based social networking services (i.e.,
LBSN). Users’ geo-tagged social media not only records the locations the user has been, but also reflects her
habits and preferences. The geo-tagged social media data serves as a bridge between users’ online and offline
lives, and is drawing significant attentions in many different commerce areas, such as user profiling [27], partner
marketing [2] and recommendations [4].
User Graph

User-Location Graph

User
Correlation

Users

Trajectory

Locations

Location
Correlation
Location-tagged user-generated content

Location Graph

Figure 1: An Overview of LBSN
Figure 1 gives an overview a typical location-based social networks, in which the addition of locations
creates new relations and correlations. The geo-social media data analysis focuses on mining the relationships
among the following three types of graphs:
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• Location-location graph. In the location-location graph, a node is a location and a directed edge represents the relation between two locations. This relations can be explained in many possible ways. For
example, it can indicate the physical distances between the locations, or the similarities between the locations. Also, it can be connected by the user activities.
• User-location graph. In the user-location graph, there are two types of nodes, users and locations. An
edge starting from a user and ending at a location can indicate that the user’s travel histories.
• User-user graph. In the user-user graph (shown in the top-right of Figure 1), a node is a user and an edge
between two nodes represents the relations between users, as: a) the physical distances, b) the friendship
relations; and c) the other relation derived from the users’ location histories.
With these heterogeneous graphs, semantic meanings of the locations and their temporal orders, many analysis can be done on geo-social media analysis. In this article, we briefly discuss some recent techniques that
analyze users’ geo-tagged media data to build accurate profiles and provide personalized services.

2

Location-based User Modeling

The users’ profile/model information has a great value on providing the personalized services. The geo-tagged
social media is also a very informative source to determine the user’s demographics and some psychological
characteristics.

2.1

Location to User Profile

User profiling is crucial to many online services. Several recent studies suggest that demographic attributes are
predictable from different online behavioral data. In [27], we investigate the predictive power of location checkins for inferring users’ demographics and propose a simple yet general location to profile (L2P) framework.
More specifically, we extract rich semantics of users’ check-ins in terms of spatiality, temporality, and location knowledge, where the location knowledge is enriched with semantics mined from heterogeneous domains
including both online customer review sites and social networks.
Spatiality. To capture the spatial distributions of users’ check-ins, we segment a city into disjointed regions.
Each check-in of a user is assigned to the region that the check-in occurs in. Nevertheless, instead of using a
uniform segmentation (grids) for a city, we adopt a morphological segmentation of urban spaces [23], where the
regions are segmented using high level roads in a road network. Since transportation in urban areas is usually
restricted by networks, such segmentation preserves the semantics of users’ movements and the topology of road
networks. Figures 2(a) and Figure 2(b) visualize the segmentation results of Beijing and Shanghai, where the
segmented regions are indicated with different colors.
Temporality. Human mobility is imbued with ample temporal patterns at different granularities, e.g., day of the
week and time of day. For example, office staff commute from home to their company every weekday morning.
It’s common to see a retired person shopping in the supermarket on a weekday afternoon and a taxi driver
working at midnight during holidays. Recent studies have also found that human mobility follows a high degree
of regularity [9]. Here, we split a week into two parts: weekdays and weekends. For both of them, we split a day
into hourly time bins. Thus, we have a total of 24 × 2 time bins for the expression of temporal patterns. Similar
to spatiality, we discretize the timestamps and assign the corresponding time bins for each check-in of a user.
Location Knowledge. Human mobility strongly correlates to the functionality of locations which motivates
people to travel between different places. Apt instances are: students go to school because they acquire knowledge there; businessmen go to a city’s central business district because they conduct commercial affairs there;
people go to restaurant districts because they have lunch or dinner there. A check-in is typically associated
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Figure 3: Dynamic choice novelty of individuals w.r.t an example of DCN matrix
with a Point of Interest (POI), which belongs to a certain category, e.g., teaching building or shopping mall.
Furthermore, the semantics of a location sometimes contain far more information than just the category, e.g., the
atmosphere and price range of a restaurant, or the quality of a college. These semantics can be enriched with
“human knowledge” which are revealed from customer review sites (such as Yelp and Dianping) and online
social networks (when users mention these locations).

2.2
2.2.1

Location to User Characteristic
Novelty-Seeking

Novelty-seeking is one of very important user characteristics, which can be used in recommendations and promotions. In previous research [19] looks into the measurement of novelty-seeking trait, using the survey-based
approaches, which are vulnerable to memory error. Based on the geo-tagged data on social media, we can explore individual novelty-seeking trait in a complete data-driven way. Such an approach can analyze data at a
much larger scale than questionnaire-based methods. For example, if we observe a person prefers to explore
new places on Foursquare, we probably would conclude that she is a novelty-lover.
In this work [24], we use a user’s check-in sequence on social media to infer her novelty-seeking trait. We
present a matrix, which is termed as dynamic choice novelty (DCN), to calculate each place’s novelty degree at
each time, where the each row measures the partial order of the places for a particular check-in behavior. As
shown in Figure 3(a), given user1 faces three places for choice at last check-in, the vector corresponding to the
last row in Figure 3(b) indicates, at this moment, which place is more novel for her. At each time in a user’s
check-in sequence, we define her novelty-seeking level. For example, in Figure 3(a), if user1 choose place o3
at the last time, it is more likely she has a high novelty-seeking propensity at that moment and wants to explore
something new. Then, we define novelty-seeking trait as a real number, which is represented as the mean of a
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Figure 4: Check-in/social post density distribution of Qing-Feng Steamed Dumpling Shop
multinomial distribution, where each element refers to the probability of having a specific novelty-seeking level.
The larger the novelty-seeking trait, the greater the novelty-seeking propensity the individual possesses and vice
versa.
2.2.2

Shopping Impulsivity

Consumer impulsivity is another important user feature that is very useful for the consumer behavior study
and recommendation. It is reported that more than 70% of all the supermarket-buying decisions are unplanned
or impulse purchases [11]. Over decades, researchers have developed numerous scales to measure consumer
impulsivity, e.g., [18], using interviews and surveys. However, their work is also vulnerable to memory and
large-scale population.
In this work [25], by connecting visible posts on social media with consumer’s physical consumption behavior reflected by geo-tagged activity, we propose a new method to explore consumer impulsivity in a completely
data-driven way. For example, Figure 4 shows after the Chinese president visited a shop, there was a surge in
both social media exposure of this shop and check-in frequency at this shop. The strong association between
social media exposure and check-in frequency implies some consumers are impulsive triggered by stimuli from
social media.
The intuition is that the check-ins of a consumer contain abundant information of her in-store consumption
in daily life, e.g., POI indicates the geo-location and shop category where she consumes, while the timestamp
reveals the chronological order. Note that some check-ins are not related to consumption activity. Thus, we only
focus on check-ins related to consumption activity, e.g. check-ins in the restaurant, shopping or entertainment.
On the other hand, a wealth of information embodied in the published posts on social media might provide
incentive for consumption behavior as illustrated in Figure 4. Thus, we consider the posts published by a user’s
friends as the source of stimuli for impulsive physical consumption behavior.
Given different shop’s stimuli strength, we apply a graphical model to calculate a user’s consumer impulsivity. The basic principle of the model is that, when a consumer is at a higher impulsivity level, she is more likely
to be primed for accepting a shop with a larger stimuli intensity, and the usual shop preference is more likely to
be neglected in this case; however, when she is at a lower impulsivity level, in this situation, she is more likely
to choose a shop according to her usual preference.

3

Location-based Services

With the users’ massive location histories, many new types of location-based services also emerge as the result
of the analytic results.
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3.1

Location-based Recommendation

Location-based recommendations emerge from two lines of services: 1) location-based services and 2) recommendation services. The traditional location-based services answer spatial queries. However, in many cases, the
results with the closest spatial distances do not satisfy a user’s preferences. On the other side, the conventional
recommendation services are very successful in providing the suggestions for the users with generic items, like
books, movies and products. With the rapid development in GPS-embedded phones, more users are looking for
recommendations related with their locations, e.g., suggestions for travel, news, and activities.
The earliest attempts, e.g., [17, 20] in location-based recommendation uses content-based filtering techniques to suggest venues to a user by match the similar terms between the user and venue profiles. The following work, e.g., [26] includes the crowd wisdom to improve the quality of the recommendation, by mining the
user trajectory patterns. The most recent research, e.g., [3], further extend the previous work and making the
recommendations more personalized.
Most recently, with the popularity of geo-tagged media data, the location-based recommendations are not
limited to recommend the stand-alone venues to the user. Many different types of applications are proposed and
developed to recommend various items using users current and historical locations, including: 1) travel routes,
2) users, 3) activities, and 4) social media. More detailed survey can be found in [4].
There are mainly three types of methodologies used by location-based recommendations, as being based on:
1) content, 2) link analysis, or 3) collaborative filtering.
Content-based Recommendations, such as [17], match user preferences (e.g., income, gender, and race),
with features extracted from locations, such as tags, price ranges and categories, to make recommendations. In
this approach, the predication score is calculated based on the similarity measures of the matching contents, as
well as the spatial distances.
Link Analysis-based Recommendations, e.g., PageRank [16] and Hypertext Induced Topic Search
(HITS) [10], extract high quality nodes and nodes closeness by analyzing the network structure. In locationbased recommendation scenario, [21] extends a random walk-based link analysis algorithm to provide location
recommendation. [26] extends the HITS algorithm, which is a reinforcement iterations between the user experiences and venue popularities, to recommend experienced users and interesting locations, as demonstrated in
Figure 5(b).
Collaborative Filtering-based Recommendations, or (CF) is one of the most widely used models in conventional recommendation systems. The intuition to extend the CF model for location-based recommendation
is that a user is more likely to visit a location if it is preferred by similar users. As shown in Figure 5(a), the CF
approach used by location-based recommendation systems consists of three processes: 1) candidate selection,
2) similarity inference, and 3) recommendation score predication.
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3.2

Location-based Predication

Location prediction, which infers the places a user would be in a near future, as illustrated in Fig 6. This service
plays important parts in urban planning, traffic forecasting, advertising and recommendations.

?
?

?

Figure 6: A typical scenario for next check-in location prediction
The traditional approach applies Markov models directly, which estimate the transition probability between
locations, e.g., [22, 1]. However, when being applied for mobility trajectories from location-based social networks, due to the data sparsity and the missing-value issues, such models suffer from the over-fitting problems.
Thus, a variety of improved models have been suggested and validated, such as Markov model with smoothing
techniques [12], hierarchical bayesian language model [8]. The basic idea of these models is to recursively integrate high-order Markov model with low-order one [5], so that when lacking sufficient data, lower-order Markov
models could play a more important role. As the higher-order Markov model limits location predictability with
limited number of mobility data, non-parametric methods have been used for estimating the limit of predictability [14], which first apply non-parametric entropy measures, i.e., LZ estimators, to get the extent of the repetition
of mobility patterns, and then based on Fano’s inequality [7], transform the estimated entropy into the limit of
predictability. The predictability on cell tower traces can achieve up to 93% but only 40% on check-in traces
from location-based social networks.
To incorporate the geographical information of locations, much work focuses on geographical modeling
of human mobility data. For example, periodic mobility model (PMM) based on a two-component Gaussian
Mixture model has been proposed to take into account the temporally and spatially periodic behavior [6]. Since
two-component mixture models are often impractical, two-dimensional kernel density estimation has been proposed for this goal [12]. In order to take into account the implicit-feedback characteristics of mobility data [13],
an optimization-based density estimation has been suggested for geographical modeling and achieves a superior
predicting performance.
To further address the issue, when a user comes to an unfamiliar area, many other information in the social media has been leveraged, e.g., 1) social relationships [8, 6], where they find that social relationships can
explain about 10% to 30% of all human movement; and 2) similar users, as studied in [12], typically, collaborative knowledge is not only from online friends, but also from users sharing similar mobility patterns, social
backgrounds, interests, or social statuses.
We have already observed the advantage of collaborative prediction models, but their two different perspectives show the distinct superiority in performance. For example, collaborative filtering models usually works
well when users deviate from routines. This imposes another challenge to collaborative prediction models, that
is to determine in which case social conformity should take effect. This is challenging since these collaborative
models don’t take into account the context information, such as time, activity and accompanies. Therefore, an
exploration prediction algorithm has been studied in [12, 15] and applied for improving collaborative prediction
algorithms.
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4

Conclusion

In this article, we discussed many case scenarios on analyzing users’ geo-social media data, from discovering
users’ profile and characteristics to personalized location-based services, like recommendation and predication.
We show that there is a great potential in mining and analyzing the geo-social data. We also believe that with the
more generated geo-tagged social media and other context information, like weather and mood, more interesting
and useful scenarios can be served.
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Abstract

There has been significant recent interest in the application of social media analytics for spatiotemporal event mining. However, no structured survey exists to capture developments in this space. This paper seeks to fill this void by
reviewing recent research trends. Three branches of research are summarized here—corresponding (resp.) to modeling the past, present, and future—information tracking and backward analysis, spatiotemporal event detection,
and spatiotemporal event forecasting. Each branch is illustrated with examples, challenges, and accomplishments.

1

Introduction

With rapid developments in modern geo-tagged communication, especially social media, spatial computing is now engendering a revolution in the modeling and understanding of human behavior. The rise of “big data” (e.g., via channels like
Twitter, Facebook, Youtube) has given a new window into studying events across the globe. It has become possible to
aggregate public data to capture triggers underlying events, detect on-going trends, and forecast future happenings. Concomitantly there has been a rapid development of new computational methods for spatiotemporal mining of social media
datasets.
This paper structures recent research into three directions:
• The Past, i.e., information tracking and backward analysis. Social media data has grown enormously over the years
(in 2013, more than 400 million tweets are estimated posted by millions of users 1 ). Such voluminous dynamics
provides an interesting opportunity to track information on targeted topics and analyze triggers underlying them. It
is also possible to capture diversity in information flows: for instance, a user can obtain information from a friend’s
tweets in his/her social network or obtain the necessary information externally (e.g., TV or news media). Studies of
the interaction across multiple data sources provide richer contextual information into information flows.
• The Present, i.e., spatiotemporal event detection. It is believed that news breaks earlier in social media than in
traditional media [18]. The aim of event detection is to identify ongoing events from social media data before
their reporting in mainstream news outlets. With real-time data streams as input, event detection models can output
spatiotemporal summaries for on-going events, including information about event occurrence time, the locations
involved, and a textual event summary.
• The Future, i.e., spatiotemporal event forecasting. Twitter data has been shown powerful in forecasting [20] that some
tweets may contain context indicating future events. For example, tweet “TRAFFIC ALERT: Rt. 20 closed due to a
wreck” provided evidence of future hazard along roadways. In addition, compared to traditional documents, social
media is endowed with multiple features, such as time stamps, geo-tags, and an underyling network. Utilization of
these multiple features and indicating information make forecasting spatiotemporal events before their occurrence
possible.
1 https://blog.twitter.com/2013/celebrating-twitter7
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2 The Past: Information Tracking and Backward Analysis
This section introduces the capture of developments involving an event, evaluating its trustworthiness [25, 27], and how
we can identify the underlying event triggers [9]. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of a civil unrest event in Mexico. This
event occurred in January 2013 and involves a civil unrest event in Mexico. News media initially reported that (human)
bodies were found in an suburban area on Jan 3 and Jan 4, but this event received little or no attention in social media.
Next, the government captured some dogs as suspects. This event was first discussed in the news on Jan 7. A hashtag
specifically denoting the event named “YoSoyCan26” was created on Jan 8, and soon spread rapidly among Twitter users.
Tweets using this hashtag predominantly called for the release of the captured dogs. In the following day, news media
began reporting on the chatter underyling the popular trending Twitter topic “YoSoyCan26”. This online trending topic
triggered a real world protest event on Jan 9. As can be seen from the development underlying the “dog protests”, Twitter
users could be influenced by news reports, and conversely, news media also can be influenced by information from Twitter.
Topics in Twitter cover almost all themes from daily life happenings to breaking news. How to harvest the large volume
and fast dynamics underyling social media to track events and analyze triggers are key questions of interest.
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Figure 1: Evolution of “dog protest” in Mexico.
In contrast to traditional plain text, tweets often contain features such as hashtags, replying, and friendships, and harnessing such features can be crucial to dealing with the massive dynamics of social media data. There has been significant
work on general theme tracking [2, 23], where themes are typically represented as mixtures of latent topics. Research on
targeted theme tracking most adopt a supervised classification framework for theme extraction [16, 17]. Lin et al. use
predefined keywords as query terms, and this approach requires significant human effort and can introduce bias [14, 15].
Backward analysis for identifying triggers and key players of interest is a relatively new research direction, and builds upon
developments in time series modeling [12] and temporal topic mining [21].

2.1

Tracking themes in Twitter

Zhao et al. [25] suggest a framework that can track themes of targeted domain dynamically. This framework jointly
models textual content and social network simultaneously. Specifically, it first builds a heterogeneous graph that includes
multiple types of theme entities such as tweets, terms, and users. The connections between nodes are computed through cooccurrence, authorship, and replying relationships, and the theme snapshots are arranged on time-ordered sub-collections.
The underlying parameters are estimated by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between inferred themes and
ground truth data. This methodology is effective as well as efficient. By using heterogeneous relationships from Twitter,
this method makes full use of Twitter textual and structural features. Meanwhile, the model also enjoys linear scalability
which is ensured by conditional independence relationships among entities.
Evaluating the trustworthiness of themes is of equal importance as tracking them. Most previous work focused on
evaluating the credibility of general tweets [22, 4, 6], while Zhao et al. made the first attempt at evaluating topic-focused
tweets [27]. Topic-focused tweets are first identified through a text classifier that is trained through Twitter labels, and
then trustworthiness of users as well as their posts are updated by an iterative propagation algorithm. Specifically, the
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trustworthiness is evaluated through multiple aspects, such as trustworthiness of Twitter texts, authorship, and underlying
social graph.

2.2

Identifying Triggers

Hua et al. [9] present a study that analyzes the root causes of civil unrest through tweets. Tweets related to specific protests
provide insights into the root causes, i.e., who the organizers are, and how online expression reflects or contributes to such
events. In addition, the causes of social events can also be viewed through the analysis of interactions between social media
and traditional news streams, which support a variety of applications, including: understanding the underlying factors that
drive the evolution of data sources, tracking the triggers behind events, and discovering emerging trends.
Hua et al. also recently proposed a hierarchical Bayesian model that jointly models news and social media topics and
their interactions [10]. This model jointly considers news data and tweet data in an asymmetrical frame. Such structure can
significantly improve modelling performance for short texts (tweets), without loss of accuracy in long documents (news).
Besides, the output of this model enables a variety of applications to understand the complex interaction between news
and social media data such as: checking the topical coverage of different data sources, capturing the influencers from topic
to topic, identifying key documents and key players. Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from their experimental
results. For instance, news topics are generally more influential than Twitter topics; topic occurring first in one data source
but growing popular in another data source might be a source of triggers.

3

The Present: Spatiotemporal Event Detection

This section introduces semi-supervised and unsupervised methods that can be used for automatical detection of targeted
events. First, social media is known to be a more responsive medium than traditional news outlets [18]. Early detection
with social media data is therefore of great practical use. Second, tweets not only contain plain texts, but also include
spatiotemporal information such as geo-tags and time-stamps. Figure 2 shows an example spatiotemporal event detection
on July 14, 2012 in Mexico. Red nodes in the figure represent event relevant tweets (a protest against president Pena Nieto)
that were published on that day and can be positioned by the longitude and latitude according to their geo-tags. These
tweets are mainly distributed within two clusters, corresponding to two metropolitan centers: Mexico city and Monterrey
city. The aim of early event detection in social media data is to identify these spatiotemporal clusters and summarize tweets
into events. Numerous previous studies have focused on detecting events from formal documents such as news articles or
emails [11, 5]. However, data in Twitter streams are heavily informal, ungrammatical, and dynamic so that traditional
methods cannot be applied to the mining of such noisy data.
@epigmenioibarra good
morning!!! excuse
from where the
#MegaMarcha ??

List of the cities for marcha
on July 14
#MexicoExigeDemocracia
#YoSoy132 via
@RedPuenteSur

List the marches anti PEÑA NIETO by city,
Locate your MARCHA #MegaMarcha http://t.co/
hwGTl3FH
"#MexicoExigeDemocracia""http://t.co/MdG5T3z
0 Twitterers help me with a RT?. See you on
Saturday at 15:00

Figure 2: Example of spatiotemporal event detection (Mexico, July, 2012).
Most existing targeted-domain event detection algorithms adopted in social media analytics are supervised methods.
These methods [17, 13] usually first train a classifier to recognize tweets from the targeted domain, and then apply techniques such as Kalman filtering to detect locations from these tweets as event occurrence locations. However, the building
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and maintenance of high quality labeled data requires extensive human efforts. Although most classifiers in existing work
are sensitive to the features, there is no accepted methodology for feature selection. Therefore, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods are in great need.

3.1

Unsupervised event detection

Zhao et al. made an attempt to detect events of user-specified interest in an unsupervised way [24], requiring no pre-given
labeled data. Starting from seed words, this model acts like a search engine that can retrieve the relevant information
automatically. Specifically, given a targeted domain, the algorithm expands the seed words to domain-related terms via a
tweet homogeneous graph. The expansion of seed words with co-occuring terms can be viewed as a process of knowledge
acquisition, while traditional supervised methods are limited in this respect. This process is iteratively repeated so that key
terms are exhaustively extracted and then weighted in each iteration. A graph induced using this expanded vocabulary is
then subject to a local modularity spatial scan (LMSS) to capture both semantic similarities and geographical proximities
by jointly maximizing local modularity and spatial scan statistics. This event detection framework can be the foundation
to more sophisticated models, e.g., tracking the evolution of targeted themes [25].

3.2

Semi-supervised event detection

A semi-supervised method is another solution for automatic event detection. Hua et al. proposed a model that can learn
pseudo-labels (from news) for Twitter data [8] and therefore save costs in human labeling without significant loss in
accuracy. Specifically, this model first transfers labels from newspapers to tweets through a novel ranking algorithm, and
further expands the initial label subspace by an EM inference algorithm. The noisy nature of Twitter data is a new challenge
for text classification. To address these challenges, a customized text classifier for Twitter analysis is provided to combine
tweets into mini-clusters by social ties. To make maximum usage of all Twitter geographical information, this model also
extends spatial scan statistics with multinomial distributions, and thus factors from various location-related items (e.g.,
user-profile locations or geo-tags) can be considered together to improve geo-coding performance.

4

The Future: Spatiotemporal Event Forecasting

The development of spatiotemporal events usually contain several different stages. Figure 3 shows an example of influenza
outbreak in November 2014. Taking Louisiana state as an example, this state was “healthy” in week 45 as its inuenza-like
illness (ILI) activity level was minimal (green), became “lightly infected” in week 46 (low ILI activity level), and ended
with becoming “seriously infected” in week 47 (high ILI activity level). It is clear that the evolution of a spatiotemporal
event is not only impacted by its current stage but also influenced by its geographical and temporal neighborhood.

Week 45

Week 47

Week 46

Influenza outbreak on Week 47 ending Nov 22, 2014 in southern region
Figure 3: Influenza outbreak on Week 47 ending Nov 22,2014 in southern region.

Unlike traditional plain text, social media data is multi-dimensional, including spatial feature “geo-tags”, temporal
feature “publish date”, textual feature “content”, and influence feature “friend relationships”. How to utilize social media
data for forecasting is an active research topic of current interest. However, dynamic patterns of features (keywords) and
the geographic heterogeneity of social media data bring critical challenges. Some studies utilize regression or SVM models
to predict the occurrence of future events. Their difference lies in the features they used, where some adopted tweet volume
or sentiment scores [1, 3, 7] while others may use more informative features such as semantic topics. Most of them ignored
the geographical information which is in fact one of the most important features of an event. Beyond these simple solutions,
here we introduce two novel methods that can forecast spatial events through social media data.
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4.1

Forecasting through HMM

With tweet streams as input, the model introduced by Zhao et al. [26] can forecast spatiotemporal events (e.g., the one
shown in Figure 3) involving multiple stages. This model is built by modeling the evolution of events, which can therefore
predict the events at multiple stages. Some Twitter forecasting models only focus on prediction of temporal pattern [19],
while this work jointly modeled the structural contexts, geo-locations, and time in one frame. The spatial information
is harnessed through assignments of geographical priors, the accurate sequence likelihood is estimated through dynamic
programming, and historical geographical information is used here for the prediction of new event location. It also enables
the understanding for the relationship of inside and outside event venue under the tweet observations as it is built to model
the evolutionary development of events.

4.2

Forecasting with multi-task learning

Supervised methods (e.g., LASSO) are of great use in identifying static features such as keywords, and unsupervised
models (e.g., DQE) are suitable to handle dynamical features. Tweet streams are known to contain both sets of features.
Zhao et al. proposed a novel multi-task learning framework that can concurrently address both the statical and dynamical
features [28]. Specifically, given locations (e.g., cities) as input, the proposed model is able to forecast events for all
locations simultaneously. One secret of its success is that this model can extract and utilize shared information among
locations and therefore effectively increases the sample size for each individual location. The other advantage is that the
model considers both the static features from a predefined vocabulary (made by domain experts) and dynamic features
from DQE [24] in one multi-task feature learning framework. Different strategies are used to control the common set of
features and thus balance the homogeneity and diversity between static and dynamic terms.

5

Conclusion

Rapid developments in social media bring new opportunities for the spatial computing community. This paper reviews the
most popular research branches of social media event mining, including theme tracking and backward analysis, on-going
event detection, and future event forecasting. Tracking and backward analysis is a relatively new research branch and will
continue to attract more attention. The key issues in this area may include: identifying information of users’ interests,
correlating multiple data sources, and evaluating the influences between users/topics/events. Compared to forecasting and
backward analysis, on-going event detection of targeted domain is relatively well developed. Unsupervised and semisupervised methodologies that require less cost in human effort should be widely used in practical applications soon.
Prediction via social media is the most popular research direction but far from well studied. The most challenging problems
in this topic are how to model event evolution and how to extend existing forecasting models to social media data.
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Abstract
Location-based social networks (LBSNs), e.g., Foursquare, Gowalla and Yelp, bridge the physical world
with the virtual online world. LBSNs have accumulated plenty of community-contributed data such as
social links between users, check-ins of users on points-of-interest (POIs), geographical information and
categories of POIs, which reflect the preferences of users to POIs. Recommending users with their preferred POIs benefits people to explore new places and businesses to discover potential customers. This
paper aims to recommend personalized POIs for users based on their preferences that are learned from
the community-contributed data. To this end, this paper models the social, categorical, geographical,
sequential, and temporal influences on the visiting preferences of users to POIs.

1

Introduction

With the rapid pervasiveness of mobile devices embedded with wireless communication and location acquisition
abilities, location-based social networks (LBSNs) such as Foursquare, Gowalla, Brightkite, Yelp, and Facebook
places, have become some of the most popular Internet applications and attracted millions of users. The LBSNs
bridge the physical world with the virtual online world. In an LBSN (Figure 1), users can establish social
links with each other to share their experiences of visiting some interesting locations, also known as pointsof-interest (POIs), e.g., restaurants, stores, and museums, through performing check-ins to these POIs in the
LBSNs via their handheld device. In LBSNs, there are plenty of community-contributed data including social
links between users, check-ins of users on POIs, geographical information and categories of POIs. These rich
data are the reflection of human behaviors in reality and bring new opportunities to model the decision making
process of users visiting POIs. In the LBSNs, it is crucial to recommend personalized POIs to users based on
their preferences learned from the community-contributed data, which benefits for users to know new POIs and
discover a city while for businesses to delivery advertisements to targeted users and improve business profits.
In LBSNs, there are five major characteristics that affect the visiting preferences or check-in behaviors
of users to POIs. (1) Social influence. In the real world, people interact with each other. For example, friends
often go to some places like movie theaters or restaurants together, or a person may travel on spots highly
recommended by her friends. Thus, a person’s preference on POIs can be influenced by her close friends or a
group of friends that are likely to share some common interests. Accordingly, in LBSNs, users establish social
links and form communities to share their experiences of visiting POIs. (2) Categorical influence. The category
of a POI reflects its usual business activities and nature. For instance, a person checking in a restaurant indicates
that she may have a meal and checking in a cinema means that she is watching a movie there. In practice, people
have shown different biases on the categories of POIs: a foodie often visits restaurants to taste a variety of food,
and a tourism enthusiast usually travels on tourism attractions all over the world. (3) Geographical influence.
Spatial POIs are totally different from other non-spatial items, e.g., books, music and movies in conventional
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Figure 1: A location-based social network
recommender systems, because physical interactions are required for users to visit POIs. The geographical
information (i.e., latitude and longitude coordinates) of POIs significantly affects users’ check-in behaviors. For
instance, people tend to visit POIs close to their homes or offices, and also may be interested in exploring the
nearby places of their visited POIs. (4) Sequential influence. In reality, human movements exhibit sequential
patterns. For instance, cinemas or bars may be usually visited after restaurants as users would like to relax after
dinner, and checking in stadiums first and then restaurants is better than the reverse way because it is not healthy
to exercise right after a meal. Thus, the influence of sequential patterns is also important for users’ check-in
behaviors. (5) Temporal influence. Time is a very important factor influencing human activities at different
times on weekdays and weekends. For example, users often visit restaurants at noon on weekdays and bars at
midnight on weekends. These weekday and weekend patterns reflect the temporal check-in preferences of users
to POIs, which can be used to make time-aware POI recommendations by suggesting properly visiting time.
This paper aims to exploit the social, categorical, geographical, sequential, and temporal influences to recommend personalized POIs for users, in which the key tasks are to estimate the preference or relevance scores
of a user to her unvisited POIs and return the POIs with the top-k highest preference scores for the user.

2

Modeling Social Influence

In reality, the social links between users greatly affect the check-in behaviors of users to POIs. Existing works
simply employ the social links of users to derive the similarities between users and integrate them into the traditional collaborative filtering techniques. Nevertheless, the traditional collaborative filtering techniques often
suffer from the data sparsity problem in the user-POI check-in matrix, since users only visit a very small proportion of POIs in an LBSN. Thus, it is much better to devise a new and sophisticated approach to exploit the
social links between users for POI recommendations. In our recent study [5], we deduce the relevance score of
a user and an unvisited POI through leveraging the social correlations between the user with her friends who
have visited the POI. The process consists of three steps: social frequency aggregation, distribution estimation
of social frequency, and social relevance score computation.
Step 1: Social frequency aggregation. Formally, given a user u and an unvisited POI l, we aggregate the
check-in frequency or rating xu,l of the user u’s friends (i.e., u′ with Su,u′ = 1) on the POI l, given by
xu,l =

∑
u′ ∈U

Su,u′ · Ru′ ,l ,

(1)

where Ru′ ,l is the frequency or rating of user u′ visiting POI l and Su,u′ indicates whether there exists a social
link between users u and u′ . One can naively regard the social check-in frequency xu,l as the relevance score
between user u and POI l or simply divide xu,l by the number of friends of u as in the traditional collaborative
filtering techniques, but more sophisticatedly in this study we transform the social check-in frequency into a
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Figure 2: Social check-in frequency distribution in the real-world data
normalized relevance score based on the social check-in frequency distribution that is learned from the historical
check-in data of all users.
Step 2: Distribution estimation of social frequency. In real-world data sets, the social check-in frequency
random variable x follows a power-law distribution, the probability density function of which is defined by
fSo (x) = (β − 1)(1 + x)−β , x ≥ 0, β > 1,

(2)

where β is estimated by the check-in or rating matrix R and social link matrix S based on maximum likelihood
estimation:
(
)]−1
[∑
∑
∑
′
′′
′′
′
ln
1
+
S
·
R
,
(3)
β = 1 + |U ||L|
u ,u
u ,l
′
′
′′
∑

u ∈U

l ∈L

u ∈U

in which u′′ ∈U Su′ ,u′′ · Ru′′ ,l′ is the social check-in frequency of the friends u′′ of user u′ on POI l′ .
To observe the real distribution of the social check-in frequency, we conducted analysis on the two publicly available real-world data sets with social links between users and categories of POIs: Foursquare [1] and
Yelp [2]. Figure 2 shows that the social check-in frequency (i.e., the dots) in the two real-world data sets fits a
certain power-law distribution very well (i.e., the line), estimated through Equations (2) and (3). Thus, modeling
the social check-in frequency as a power-law distribution is reasonable and effective.
Step 3: Social relevance score computation. The estimated probability density function fSo in Equation (2)
is monotonically decreasing with respect to the social check-in frequency x, but the social relevance score should
be monotonically increasing with regard to the social check-in frequency because friends share more common
interests on POIs. Thus, we define the social relevance score of xu,l in Equation (1) based on the cumulative
distribution function of fSo , given by
∫

FSo (xu,l ) =

xu,l

0

fSo (z)dz = 1 − (1 + xu,l )1−β ,

(4)

where FSo is an increasing function on the social check-in frequency xu,l because of 1−β < 0. Moreover, based
on the cumulative distribution function FSo in Equation (4), the social check-in frequency xu,l is transformed
into a social relevance score that reflects the relative position of xu,l in all social check-in frequencies.

3

Modeling Categorical Influence

In practice, the category of a POI has a strong indication about what activities happen in the POI and people
have shown distinct biases on the categories of POIs. Hence, we also can derive the relevance score of a user
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Figure 3: Categorical popularity distribution in the real-world data
to an unvisited POI through exploiting the categorical correlations between the visited POIs and the unvisited
POI of the user. In addition, the popularity of a POI reflects the quality of products or services offered by the
POI, e.g., a popular restaurant usually indicates that it supplies high-quality foods. Therefore, it is helpful to
utilize the popularity for POI recommendations. Specifically, we develop a new approach [5] to combine the
category bias of a user and the popularity of a POI into a relevance score between the user and POI through three
steps: weighing popularity by categorical bias, distribution estimation of categorical popularity, and categorical
relevance score computation.
Step 1: Weighing popularity by categorical bias. At first, we take the bias of a user u to a certain category
c as Bu,c , i.e., the frequency of user u visiting the POIs that belong to category c. Then, the bias Bu,c is used to
weigh the popularity or overall rating of an unvisited POI l in category c, i.e., Pc,l . Correspondingly, we obtain
the categorical popularity yu,l for user u on POI l as follows:
yu,l =

∑
c∈C

Bu,c · Pc,l ,

(5)

where a larger value of yu,l indicates that the category of POI l is more satisfied with the bias of user u and
the POI l is more popular to the general public. One may naively consider the categorical popularity yu,l as the
relevance score between user u and POI l or simply normalize the categorical bias Bu,c in advance. Nevertheless,
in this research the categorical popularity of a user to an unvisited POI is sophisticatedly mapped into a relevance
score based on the distribution of the categorical popularity that is learned from the historical check-in data.
Step 2: Distribution estimation of categorical popularity. As the distribution of the social check-in
frequency, we apply the similar process to build the distribution of the categorical popularity. Formally, we
assume the probability density function of the categorical popularity random variable y, defined by
fCa (y) = (γ − 1)(1 + y)−γ , y ≥ 0, γ > 1,

(6)

in which γ can be learned from the categorical bias matrix B and popularity matrix P based on maximum
likelihood estimation:
γ = 1 + |U ||L|

[∑
u′ ∈U

(

∑
l′ ∈L

ln 1 +

∑

∑
c∈C

Bu′ ,c · Pc,l′

)]−1

,

(7)

where c∈C Bu′ ,c · Pc,l′ is the categorical popularity of user u′ on POI l′ .
As depicted in Figure 3, we have also observed that the categorical popularity (i.e., the dots) in the two
real-world data sets [1, 2] approaches to the power-law distribution (i.e., the line) that is estimated in terms
of Equations (6) and (7). In addition, when the categorical popularity is higher than 200, the deviation of the
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estimated power-law distribution becomes larger. Fortunately, the categorical popularity has a considerably low
probability with the value that is higher than 200. Thus, these results have validated that the assumption of the
power-law distribution is in accordance with reality.
Step 3: Categorical relevance score computation. Similarly, the estimated probability density function
fCa in Equation (6) is monotonically decreasing regarding the categorical popularity y; however, the categorical
relevance score is monotonically increasing respecting the categorical popularity, since people prefer the popular
POIs that also meet their categorical biases. To this end, we employ the cumulative distribution function of fCa
to obtain the categorical relevance score of yu,l in Equation (5), given by
∫

FCa (yu,l ) =

yu,l
0

fCa (z)dz = 1 − (1 + yu,l )1−γ ,

(8)

where due to 1 − γ < 0, FCa is an increasing function with respect to the categorical popularity yu,l . Importantly, the categorical yu,l is also normalized into a categorical relevance score, i.e., the relative position of yu,l
compared to other categorical popularities of users on POIs.

4

Modeling Personalized Geographical Influence

The geographical information of POIs plays a significant influence on users’ check-in behaviors and has been
intensively exploited to make POI recommendations for users. Current works usually model the geographical influence as a universal distance distribution for all users. However, the geographical influence on users’
check-in behaviors is unique. For instance, indoorsy persons like visiting POIs around their living areas while
outdoorsy persons prefer traveling around the world to explore new POIs. Therefore, we argue that the influence
of geographical information on individual users’ check-in behaviors should be personalized when recommending POIs for users. In our previous studies, we model the geographical influence for each user as an individual
one-dimensional distance distribution [3, 9] or two-dimensional check-in distribution [4].
This paper presents the approach that models the geographical influence as two-dimensional check-in distributions over latitude and longitude coordinates, which are more reasonable and intuitive than one-dimensional
distance distributions. The reason is twofold. (1) The probability of a user visiting a location is not simply
monotonous respecting their distance, because the visiting probability is not only affected by the distance but
also the location’s intrinsic characteristics. For example, in reality the check-in locations of a user are usually
distributed in several areas. (2) It is hard to compute a visiting probability for a location based on a distance
distribution, since it needs to find a reference location to derive a reasonable distance for the location in the first
place. Conversely, it is considerably intuitive to employ a two-dimensional check-in distribution to compute a
visiting probability for any location with latitude and longitude.
Hence, we utilize the personalized two-dimensional geographical influence for POI recommendations.
Specifically, we estimate a personalized two-dimensional check-in probability density for each user, based on the
kernel density estimation (KDE) that does not have any assumption on the form of the underlying distribution.
Let Lu = {l1 , l2 , . . . , ln } be the set of locations of POIs visited by the user u, the two-dimensional check-in
density f using Lu is given by:
(
)
l − li
1 ∑n
K
,
(9)
f (l) =
i=1
nσ 2
σ
where each location li = (lati , loni )T is a two-dimensional column vector with the latitude (lati ) and longitude
(loni ), K(·) is the kernel function and σ is a smoothing parameter, called the bandwidth. In our paper [4], we
apply the widely used standard two-dimensional normal kernel:
K(x) =

1
1
exp(− xT x).
2π
2
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(10)

Figure 4: Personal check-in probability density over two-dimensional geographic coordinates
Figure 4 depicts the individual check-in probability density of three users randomly chosen from Foursquare
based on Equation (9). We have the following two findings. (1) The geographical influence of locations on these
three users’ check-in behaviors is unique since their check-in probability densities are distinct from each other.
(2) These check-in probability densities are usually multimodal rather than unimodal or monotonous.

5

Modeling Sequential Influence

Human movement exhibits spatiotemporal sequential influence. The sequential influence may associate with
the time of a day (e.g., people usually visit museums or libraries at daytime, go to restaurants for dinner in the
evening, and then relax in cinemas or bars at night), the geographical proximity of POIs (e.g., tourists often
orderly visit London Eye, Big Ben, Downing Street, Horse Guards, and Trafalgar Square), the place nature and
human preference (e.g., checking in stadiums first and then restaurants is better than the reverse way because
it is not healthy to exercise right after a meal). To utilize the sequential influence for POI recommendations,
current methods apply the first-order Markov chain by assuming that the next possibly visiting POI of a user only
relies on her latest visited POI. Nevertheless, in reality the next POI may depend on her all visited POIs. Hence,
in our previous research [6, 8], we propose a new POI recommendation approach with sequential influence based
on additive Markov chain (AMC) that considers the effect of all visited POIs on the next visiting POI. In the
AMC, the sequential patterns are represented as a location-location transition graph (L2 TG).
Definition 1 (L2 TG): A location-location transition graph (L2 TG) G = (L, E) consists of a set of nodes L and
a set of edges E ⊆ L × L. Each node li ∈ L represents a POI associated with an outgoing count of li as a
transition predecessor to other POIs denoted by OCount(li ). And each edge (li , lj ) ∈ E represents a transition
li → lj associated with a transition count denoted by T Count(li , lj ).
In Definition 1, L2 TG is associated with transition counts and outgoing counts instead of transition probabilities so that L2 TG can be incrementally updated in an online fashion. In terms of transition counts and
outgoing counts associated with L2 TG, transition probabilities can be determined based on Definition 2.
Definition 2 (Transition probability): If the outgoing count of li is non-zero, i.e., OCount(li ) > 0, the transition probability of li → lj , denoted T P (li → lj ), is calculated by
T P (li → lj ) = T Count(li , lj )/OCount(li ).
Otherwise, T P (li → lj ) = 1 for lj = li and T P (li → lj ) = 0 for lj ̸= li .
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(11)

By Definition 2, if the outgoing count of li is non-zero, the transition probability of li → lj is defined as
the proportion of T Count(li , lj ) to OCount(li ) in Equation (11), which is essentially the relative frequency
definition of probability. On the other hand, if OCount(li ) = 0 that means all users do not check in any other
POIs after li ; accordingly we define the transition probability of li to itself is one for simplicity.
Therefore, given a POI sequence Su = ⟨l1 , l2 , . . . , ln ⟩, our AMC defines the sequential probability of visiting
a new POI ln+1 by
∑n
p(ln+1 |Su ) ∝
2−α·(n−i) · T P (li → ln+1 ),
(12)
i=1

2−α·(n−i)

where
represents the sequence decay weight with the decay rate parameter α ≥ 0 and the larger α
is, the higher is the decay rate. More importantly, the transition probability T P (li → ln+1 ) of li to ln+1 is
weighed through leaning towards recently visited POIs, since the POIs with recent check-in timestamps usually
have stronger influence on a newly possibly visiting POI than the POIs with old timestamps.

6

Modeling Temporal Influence for Time-aware POI Recommendations

Heretofore, all aforementioned modeling approaches cannot suggest appropriate time for users to visit a recommended POI, because they do not consider the influence of the temporal context when users visiting POIs
on their check-in behaviors. In reality, time is a very important factor influencing human activities at different times on weekdays and weekends. To suggest properly visiting time when recommending POIs for users,
existing methods split a day into time slots, e.g., 24 hours, and apply collaborative filtering recommendation
techniques to infer users’ preferences on POIs at each time slot separately. Unfortunately, these methods generally suffer from two major limitations due to discretization: time information loss and lack of temporal influence
correlations between different times. Thus, we propose a probabilistic framework to model continuous temporal
influence for time-aware POI recommendations in our recent study [7].
In the problem of time-aware POI recommendations, it is required to not only recommend interesting POIs
to users based on their preferences but also suggest proper time for users to visit recommended POIs. That is, we
need to predict the probability p(l|u, T ) of user u visiting POI l ∈ L at time interval T . In terms of probability
theory,
∫
p(l|u)p(T |u, l)
∝ p(l|u)p(T |u, l) = p(l|u)
f (t|u, l)dt, ∀l ∈ L,
(13)
p(l|u, T ) =
p(T |u)
t∈T
where p(l|u) is the prior probability of user u visiting POI l that is independent of time interval T and can be
derived using any non-time-aware methods, and f (t|u, l) is the time probability density conditioned on user u
and POI l that is essential to utilize the temporal influence. We also estimate the time probability density based
on KDE, given by
(
)
∑
1
t ⊖ ti
,
(14)
f (t|u, l) ∝
Wu,l (ti ) K
ti ∈Su,l
σ
σ
where t ⊖ ti is their time difference, Su,l is the time sample for estimating f (t|u, l) and Wu,l (ti ) is the weight
of the sample point ti .
Note that usually u has not checked in POI l yet, so we need to obtain the time sample Su,l based on the two
important kinds of temporal influence correlations: (1) The check-in behaviors of different users to the same POI
at different times may be correlated. For example, a group of friends may visit a POI at different times, because
they have the common interest in the POI, but with different available time. (2) The check-in behaviors of the
same user to different POIs at different times may be correlated as well. For instance, the POIs belonging to the
same category may be visited by a user at different times, because she could visit the POIs for different purposes
(e.g., a user visits a restaurant for a breakfast, lunch or dinner). Thus, we can derive the time sample Su,l of user
u to POI l by combining the check-in samples: (i) Du′ ,l of another user u′ visiting l (i.e., u, u′ ∈ U ∧ u ̸= u′ )
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and (ii) Du,l′ of u visiting another POI l′ (i.e., l, l′ ∈ L ∧ l ̸= l′ ). Formally,
Su,l =

(∪

u′ ∈U

{ti |ti ∈ Du′ ,l }

) ∪ (∪

l′ ∈L

)

{tj |tj ∈ Du,l′ } ,

(15)

Further, we consider the cosine similarity between users or POIs using their check-in data as the sample weight
of the corresponding time sample points, since the higher the similarity is, the smaller is the time difference of
users visiting POIs, i.e.,
∀ti ∈ Du′ ,l , Wu,l (ti ) = sim(u, u′ ); ∀tj ∈ Du,l′ , Wu,l (tj ) = sim(l, l′ ).

7

(16)

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

To recommend personalized POIs for users, this paper proposes the approaches for modeling the social, categorical, geographical, sequential, and temporal influences on the visiting preferences of users to POIs. These
approaches complement each other and can be integrated together to improve the quality of recommendation
results. For example, the work [5] employs the robust product rule to combine the social, categorical, and
geographical influence, while the literature [10] develops a gravity model to fuse the social influence with spatiotemporal sequential influence. Hence, one research direction is to devise new methods to integrate all
influences. Our recent study [10] mines the user opinions on POIs from textual comments to derive the user
preferences and obtains better POI recommendations for users. Thus, another research direction is to explore
new opinion mining methods for understanding the specific preferences of users on different aspects of POIs.
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GeoPrivacy 2015 Workshop Report
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Analysis
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Developments in mobile and surveying technologies over the past decade have enabled the collection of
individual-level and aggregated geographic information at unprecedented scale. These data are valuable sources
for answering scientific questions about human behavior and improving related services, from public transportation to location-aware recommendations. However, privacy intrusion is an imminent risk when individual
trajectories (and in some cases aggregated travel patterns) are used for commercial purposes such as customer
profiling, or even for political persecution. Similarly, there is a trade-off between location privacy and quality of
spatial search and recommender systems. The GeoPrivacy workshop will hence focus on discussing methods to
protect individuals’ privacy while enabling collection, analysis, and sharing of useful geographic information.
GeoPrivacy 2015 (http://stko.geog.ucsb.edu/geoprivacy2015) was held in conjunction with the 23nd ACM
SIGSPATIAL International Conference on Advances in Geographic Information Systems (SIGSPATIAL 2015)
on November 3, 2015 in Seattle, WA, USA. This workshop touched on an area of geospatial science that affects
any researcher working with real-world geodata. With the recent rise in geosocial networking applications as
well as advances on location-enabled mobile devices, the topic of geoprivacy has become a major discussion
point both in location-specific research as well as everyday life. This workshop offered a unique platform from
which to really delve into a dialog on issues related to privacy and credibility within the domain of geoscience
and computational geography. The goal of this workshop was to bring together researchers, developers and users
of geospatial data to explore methods, techniques, datasets and issues surrounding an area of GI science that has
attracted significant interest among researchers and the public.
The workshop received 8 submissions of which 5 research papers (4 full and 1 short) were accepted for
publication in the proceedings and for presentations (30 minutes for each paper). The one-day workshop opened
with a thought-provoking keynote from Dr. Darakhshan Mir and the remainder of the day was split in to two
sessions, Geoprivacy Preservation and Geoprivacy Application. The GeoPrivacy workshop concluded with
structured discussion on the “Big questions” in GeoPrivacy from social and technical perspectives.
We would sincerely like to thank the authors for publishing and presenting their work at GeoPrivacy 2015,
the keynote speaker and the program committee members and external reviewers for their thoughtful evaluation
and help in the paper review process. We hope that readers of the workshop proceedings will find it interesting
and it will motivate continued discussion on the future of geoprivacy-based research.
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Emergency management aims to develop strategies and establish operations to decrease the potential impact
of unexpected events (i.e., human or natural disasters). By quick response and rescue, it saves human lives
from the secondary disasters and enhances the stability of communities after disasters. Emergency management
requires lots of new geospatial technologies to support the quick response and recovery and the integrating of
location-based wireless information streams. With the advances of GIS technologies, the improvement of the
emergency management research becomes possible.
EM-GIS 2015 (http://www.dviz.cn/em-gis2015/) was held in conjunction with the 23rd ACM SIGSPATIAL
International Conference on Advances in Geographic Information Systems (SIGSPATIAL 2015) on November 3, 2015 in Seattle, Washington, USA. It aims at bringing together researchers and practitioners in massive
spatio-temporal data management, spatial database, spatial data analysis, spatial data visualization, data integration, model integration, cloud computing, parallel algorithms, internet of things, complex event detection, optimization theory, intelligent transportation systems and social networks to support better public policy through
disaster detection, response and rescue. EM-GIS’s goal is to foster an opportunity for researchers from these
communities to gather and discuss ideas that will influence the emergency management research with the aid of
the advances in GIS technologies.
EM-GIS 2015 has received 35 submissions in which 12 research papers were accepted as full research
papers and 9 were accepted as short papers. Each paper is presented on the workshop (20 or 15 minutes for
each paper). EM-GIS 2015 was a one-day workshop consisting of four sessions: (1) EM-GIS Applications,
(2) EM-GIS strategies, (3) EM-GIS Analytics and (4) HealthGIS researches.
We would like to thank the authors for publishing and presenting their papers in EM-GIS 2015, and the
program committee members and external reviewers for their professional evaluation and help in the paper
review process. We hope that the proceedings of EM-GIS 2015 will inspire new research ideas, and that you
will enjoy reading them.
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The Fifth ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on
Mobile Entity Localization and Tracking in GPS-less
Environments
Seattle, Washington, USA - November 3, 2015
1
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After a decade of research and development for GPS-less localization and tracking, there has been significant
progress in location-awareness and location-based services around the world. Almost all cell phone platforms,
Android, iPhone and Windows phones, have localization and tracking facilities. In addition, special hardware
and infrastructure (e.g., RFID, UWB and BLE or sensor tags) have been developed and deployed for tracking
people and merchandise. The advances in cameras and computer vision make it possible for cheap simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). However, there are still many challenging problems to be solved,
such as accuracy, power management, effective sensor fusion with increasingly powerful embedded computation and resourceful parallel computing backend, learning, transmitting and storing individual trajectories and
spatial environment representation, labor-less environmental survey or infrastructure establishment for locationawareness, crowd computing or collective intelligence for map creations, and big data analytics of real-time and
historical semantic locations that helps improving efficiency for both consumers and businesses.
After four successful workshops (2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011) held with various conferences in mobile, ubiquitous and sensor computing, this year we have aimed to provide a forum for knowledge sharing and academicindustrial networking. We have successfully hold a full day program with five invited talks from industrial
research institutions (Google, Microsoft Research, Disney Research and OmniTrail Technologies) and six technical talks from academia/universities worldwide (Finland, Japan, Brazil, Israel and US). At the end of the
workshop, we have demonstrated Google’s recent innovation on Tango devices. In addition, Google sponsored
a networking lunch and OmniTrail Technologies sponsored the best paper and the best presentation awards.
MELT workshop at SIGSPATIAL 2015 continued to provide a leading international forum for researchers, developers, and practitioners in the field of mobile tracking and localization for location-based services.
We would like to thank all the invited speakers and their organizations, Google, Microsoft Research, Disney
Research and OmniTrail Technologies, for the support of this workshop. We like to also thank the authors who
submitted papers and authors who accepted our invitations for submitting their work in short amount of time.
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The 6th ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on
GeoStreaming
Seattle, WA, USA - November 3, 2015
Chengyang Zhang
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The ACM SIGSPATIAL International Workshop on Geostreaming (IWGS) was held for the sixth time in
conjunction with the 23rd ACM SIGSPATIAL International Conference on Advances in Geographic Information Systems (ACMGIS 2015). The workshop has been a successful event that attracted participants from both
academia and industry. The workshop addressed topics that are at the intersection of data streaming and geospatial systems. The workshop fostered an environment where geospatial researchers can benefit from the advances
in geosensing technologies and data streaming systems.
We are entering the era of ”big data” thanks to the exponential growth and availability of structured and
unstructured data, among which a large amount are real-time streaming data emitted from sensors, imagery and
mobile devices. In addition to the temporal nature of stream data, various sources provide stream data that has
geographical locations and/or spatial extents, such as geotagging twitter streams, mobile GPS location streams,
spatial temporal image streams, and so on. On one hand, this amount of streamed data has been a major propeller
to advance the state of the art in geographic information systems. On the other hand, the ability to process, mine,
and analyze that massive amount of data in a timely manner prevented researchers from making full use of the
incoming stream data. The geostreaming term refers to the ongoing effort in academia and industry to process,
mine and analyze stream data with geographic and spatial information.
This workshop addresses the research communities in both stream processing and geographic information
systems. It brings together experts in the field from academia, industry and research labs to discuss the lessons
they have learned over the years, to demonstrate what they have achieved so far, and to plan for the future of
geostreaming.
The workshop featured a keynote by John Krumm from Microsoft Research, providing a review of research
toward addressing the question ”what we can learn about people from the places they go”. This keynote, which
was very well attended and engaging, examined some of the on-going research on the aforementioned topic,
including fundamental models of human mobility; how peoples movements throughout the day give clues about
which types of places they are visiting, such as their home, work, and school; how movements also give insights
into how far people are willing to travel to different types of places and the routes they prefer. how to go from
recorded location data to surprisingly accurate predictions of where people will travel in the future, both over
the next several minutes as well as the next several weeks; and finally how what we learn from mobility patterns
can be applied to automated personal assistants, local search, and routing.
The call for paper resulted in 15 submissions of research papers. A program committee of 7 members reviewed the submissions and as a result 11 highest quality papers were accepted. On average, Over 22 attendees
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were present at every session of the workshop. The topics presented in the workshop include but are not limited to: Geostream Query Processing, Geostream Theory and Applications in Tranportation and social media,
Streaming Trajectories and Moving Regions and Geostreaming Systems.
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